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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document is provided by the copyright holders "as is" and any express or 

implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a 

particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the authors or the European Commission be liable for 

any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, 

procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however 

caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or oth-

erwise) arising in any way out of the use of the information contained in this document, even if advised of 

the possibility of such damage. The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. 

It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Commission. The European Commission is not 

responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. 
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Definitions 

Term  Definition 

EOSC 

the European Open Science Cloud promoted by the European Commission to pro-
vide all researchers, innovators, companies and citizens with seamless access to 
an open-by-default, efficient and cross-disciplinary environment for storing, ac-
cessing, reusing data, tools, publications and any EOSC Resource for research, in-
novation and educational purposes. The EOSC is implemented by the EOSC System 
and governed by the EOSC Governance. 

EOSC System 

the IT system implementing EOSC. Such a system is called to put in place the poli-
cies, procedures and technical solutions needed to enact the delivery of the EOSC 
Services in accordance with the EOSC Governance guidelines. Such a system is not 
a monolithic, stand-alone and centralised IT system. Rather the EOSC System is 
designed and developed to be a system of systems. 

EOSC Governance 
the set of committees and bodies governing the functioning of EOSC and its EOSC 
System. It includes the EOSC Executive Board, the EOSC Board, and the EOSC Stake-
holders Forum. 

EOSC Portal 

the EOSC Service implementing a web portal facilitating the access to and use of 
the EOSC Resources. The EOSC portal is the universal access channel through 
which all European researchers are able to access, use and reuse research outputs 
and data across disciplines. 

EOSC Registry 

an EOSC Service providing EOSC System Users with a list of live/ready-to-use de-
scriptions of EOSC Resources offered by the EOSC System. Every entry of the EOSC 
Registry must follow and be described and updated following the EOSC Interoper-
ability Framework. The following typologies of the EOSC Registry are currently en-
visaged: the EOSC Service Registry, the EOSC Data Source Registry and the EOSC 
Research Product Registry. 

EOSC Core Platform 
the collection of internal services and the central EOSC Registry which services 
content to EOSC Portal and to other EOSC Registries or parts of the EOSC System. 

EOSC Resources 

any asset made available by means of the EOSC system and according to the EOSC 
Rules of Participation to EOSC End-Users to perform a process useful to deliver 
value in the context of the EOSC. EOSC Resources include Services, Data Sources, 
Research Products and any other asset. 

EOSC Service 

an EOSC Resource that provides EOSC System Users with ready-to-use facilities. 
EOSC Services are supplied by an EOSC Service Provider in accordance with the 
EOSC Rules of Participation. EOSC Services populate the EOSC Service Portfolio and 
the EOSC Service Catalogue. 

EOSC Data Source:  

an EOSC Resource whose specific purpose is to offer deposition, preservation, cu-
ration, discovery, access, and usage statistics functionalities to collections of EOSC 
Research Products from a thematic or cross-discipline perspective. EOSC Data 
Sources include Repositories, Scientific Databases, Resource Catalogues, Aggrega-
tors, Journals, Publishers, Registries, CRIS systems, and Research Graphs. Reposi-
tories support all functionalities above; they are typically used by EOSC Users to 
share and give access to Research Products. Databases are used to share and give 
access to Research Products that are not intended as files described by metadata 
(e.g. big data collections, LOD, time-series databases, geospatial/maps databases, 
etc.). Resource catalogues offer discovery functionalities over a set of EOSC Data 
Sources by collecting their metadata collections. 
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EOSC Research Prod-
uct: 

an EOSC Resource that is the result of a research process (e.g. publications, re-
search data, research software, other products) and is made accessible via an EOSC 
Data Source. Research Products are characterized/described by metadata to be 
used for citation, attribution, re-use, reproducibility, semantic linking, and finda-
bility. 

EOSC Catalogue 
the list of all live EOSC Resources that can be requested by the EOSC System Users. 
It is a subset of the EOSC Portfolio and it populates the EOSC Registry. 

EOSC Portfolio  
the internal list of EOSC Resources including those in preparation, live and discon-
tinued.  

EOSC API User 
the role played by every actor (human or machine) exploiting the EOSC System. An 
EOSC System User might be further specialised in roles including EOSC End-users, 
EOSC Providers, EOSC System Managers, etc. 

EOSC End-user:  

an EOSC System User consuming Resources from the EOSC to accomplish a task. 
EOSC End-users can be Researchers, Research groups, Research communities, Re-
search projects, Research networks, Research managers, Research organisations, 
Students, Innovators, Businesses, Funders, Policy Makers, etc. 

EOSC Provider:  

an EOSC System User responsible for the provisioning of one or more Resources to 
the EOSC. EOSC Providers are organisations, a part of an organisation or a federa-
tion that manages and delivers Resources to End-Users. EOSC Providers can be: 
Resource Providers, Service Providers, Data (Source) Providers, Service Developers, 
Research Infrastructures, Distributed Research Infrastructures, Resource Aggrega-
tors, Thematic Clouds, Regional Clouds, etc. 

EOSC Registry In-
teroperability 
Framework:  

the framework that any EOSC Resource must comply with to be listed in the EOSC 
Registry. The framework includes among others the EOSC Portal Profiles, the EOSC 
Onboarding Process, the EOSC Rules of Participation, and the EOSC Portal Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces. The framework also defines the workflows, the APIs, 
the formats, the legal framework, the SLA that similar Registries operated by re-
search infrastructures or clusters must comply to be aggregated by the corre-
sponding EOSC Registries. 

EOSC Portal Profiles:  

the standard scheme for the representation of resource-related information in the 
EOSC Registry. The following typologies are currently envisaged: the EOSC Provider 
Profile, the EOSC Resource Profile. The Profiles include structured classifications of 
various EOSC Registry attributes for their harmonized descriptions. 

EOSC Onboarding 
Process:  

the process that an EOSC Provider must follow to onboard the provider and their 
resources in the EOSC Registry. 

EOSC Rules of Partic-
ipation:  

the principles defined by the EOSC Governance to drive the processes enacting an 
actor to play the role of EOSC System User (and any specialization of it). 

EOSC Portal Applica-
tion Programming 
Interfaces (APIs):  

a set of standard APIs that allow for the onboarding, update, export of EOSC Re-
source descriptions and related information from the EOSC Registry. 
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Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

AAI Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure 

API Application Programming Interface 

ARMs 
Aggregators, Repositories and Marketplaces of thematic and national/regional initiatives and 
clusters 

AARP Authorized Representative of the Provider 

DT Description Template 

EC European Commission 

EOSC European Open Science Cloud 

EPFNFR EOSC Portal Functional and Non-Functional Requirements 

EPOP EOSC Portal Onboarding Process 

EPOT EOSC Portal Onboarding Team 

EPDT EOSC Portal Development Team 

EPQAP EOSC Portal Quality Assurance Process 

EPQT EOSC Portal Quality Team 

ERA European Research Area 

ESFRI European Strategic Framework for Research Infrastructure 

ERIF EOSC Registry Interoperability Framework 

HPC High Performance Computing 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

IP Intellectual Property 

IT Information Technology 

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

ITSM IT Service Management 

NGI National Grid Initiative 

NOAD National Open Access Desk 

NREN National Research and Education Network 

QA Quality Assurance 

PID Persistent Identifier  

RIs Research Infrastructures 

RoP Rules of Participation 

RP Resource Provider 
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SDT Service Description Template 

SMS Service Management System 

SOCRM Service Order and Customer Relationship Management 

SPM Service Portfolio Management 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

WG Working Groups 
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Executive Summary  
D3.2 provides the specifications of the EOSC Portal Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) developed and 

maintained within EOSC Enhance project. APIs is a set of web methods that allow the programmatic man-

agement of the information content in the EOSC portal. The APIs presented in this document offer the func-

tionality to external systems of providers of the EOSC to programmatically communicate with the EOSC portal 

and retrieve, add, update, and validate information regarding a provider’s organization and its resources 

published in the portal. In addition, they offer functionality for providers to manage the orderable items of 

their resources and have access to several events generated by users in the EOSC Marketplace, regarding the 

creation of a project, the addition of a resource in it, the ordering of a specific resource and messages created 

from users towards providers.  

The agile implementation of EOSC Portal components builds upon existing efforts and reuse/extend technol-

ogies developed in the eInfraCentral project for the management of Catalogues and on the blueprint and 

operational guidelines for accounting, order management and service request management developed by 

the EOSC-hub project. D3.2 more specifically provides: 

An overview of the logical architecture of the EOSC Portal, focusing on the Interoperability layer, the tech-

nologies used, and the functionality each one of them offers to the different EOSC portal API users.   

A list of use cases, which demonstrate the different functionalities that APIs can offer for external systems. 

The underlying model, in JSON schema format, of the main entities managed via the EOSC Portal API, i.e., the 

resources and the providers of the EOSC Portal, called EOSC profiles 3.00 along with the resource’s orderable 

items, the user’s orders and projects. 

The presentation of the available API methods in the form of request and response examples as documented 

in the OpenAPI (https://swagger.io/specification/) standard.  

The documentation of the APIs (as presented in this deliverable) is available online in the respective OpenAPI 

documentation pages: EOSC portal Registry APIs: https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi , and EOSC Order 

management APIs: https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/index.html?urls.prima-

ryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs . Also, several examples in the form of a step-by-step presentation 

for the use of the APIs are also provided in the EOSC portal documentation page (https://eosc-portal.eu/pro-

viders-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide).  

 

 

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/index.html?urls.primaryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/index.html?urls.primaryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs
https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide
https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide
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1 Introduction 
This document presents the results of the WP3 activities related to the design of the EOSC Portal Application 

programming interfaces (APIs) in the context of EOSC Enhance, which offer programmatic access to the EOSC 

Registry for users representing EOSC providers. WP3 is focused on the design and development of the EOSC 

Portal functionalities offered towards a diverse variety of organisations contributing EOSC resources, includ-

ing RIs, e-Infrastructures, commercial providers as well as pan-European e-Infrastructures, thematic and re-

gional clouds, etc. The EOSC Portal will offer, via a single user interface, the tools to assist those providers in 

seamlessly integrating their resources into the Resource, to make them discoverable and to monitor the up-

take of their offerings in the EOSC Portal. WP3 objectives include: 

• Design of the functional specifications that support EOSC providers in contributing EOSC resources 

to the EOSC Portal. 

• Implementation of the onboarding process for registering EOSC resources to the EOSC Portal via the 

relative catalogues. 

• Integration in the EOSC Portal of order management for handling new requests by the end-users of 

the EOSC Portal. 

• Implementation of analysis and visualization services for EOSC providers to view and analyse the 

uptake of their offerings and user feedback in the ESOC Portal. 

• Specifications and implementation of the open APIs for enabling exchange of information related to 

resource updates and resource usage with the EOSC Portal. 

The development and the specifications of the APIs build upon existing efforts and reuse/extend technologies 

developed in the eInfraCentral project for the management of Catalogues and on guidelines for order man-

agement and service request management developed by the EOSC-hub project. In brief, the APIs developed 

in the context of EOSC Enhance project offer two main areas of functionality for providers’ systems and 3rd 

party systems, which retrieve information out of the EOSC portal, as depicted in Figure 1. 

• Methods for the programmatic access and management of resources in the EOSC Registry, including 

onboarding of resources, updates of providers and resources, retrieval of resources from the registry, 

search functionality and access to the values of the controlled vocabularies used in EOSC profiles.  

• Methods for the programmatic management of orderable items of resources, orders, user projects 

and events generated by users in the EOSC Marketplace, which can be access by providers to monitor 

the usage of their offerings in the EOSC Portal.  

Resource providers can use the APIs to populate resource-related information in the EOSC Portal Catalogue, 

whereas catalogue consumers can retrieve providers’ information as well as information collected within the 

EOSC Portal Catalogue and integrate it in their applications.  
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Figure 1: An overview of the interoperability of the EOSC Portal Catalogue APIs 

The versioning scheme of the APIs follows the major releases of other specifications regarding the data and 

process models in the EOSC Portal; i.e., the EOSC Profiles 3.0, the EOSC portal Onboarding process v3.00, etc. 

As such, the current version of the APIs for the EOSC registry is v3.00 (details about the versioning scheme 

and strategy employed in EOSC portal are provided in Section 5). Moreover, this deliverable provides: 

• An overview of the logical architecture of the EOSC Portal, focusing on the Interoperability layer, the 

technologies used and the functionality each one of them offers to the different EOSC portal API 

users. (Section 2) 

• A list of use cases, which demonstrate the different functionalities that APIs can offer for external 

systems (Section 3).  

• The underlying model, in JSON schema format, of the main entities manged via the EOSC Portal API, 

i.e., the resources and the providers of the EOSC Portal, called EOSC profiles 3.00 along with the 

resource’s orderable items, the user’s orders and projects (Section 4). 

• The presentation of the available API methods in the form of request and response examples as doc-

umented in the OpenAPI (https://swagger.io/specification/) standard (Section 5). 

The documentation of the APIs (as presented in this deliverable) is available online in the respective OpenAPI 

documentation pages: EOSC Portal Registry APIs: https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi , and EOSC Order 

management APIs: https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/index.html?urls.prima-

ryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs . Also, several examples in the form of a step-by-step presentation 

for the use of the APIs are also provided in the EOSC portal documentation page (https://eosc-portal.eu/pro-

viders-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide).  

The EOSC Portal APIs (methods and documentation) evolve along with the developments of the EOSC portal 

interoperability framework, i.e., the evolution of the EOSC profiles, the onboarding and order management 

process and the new requirements for functionalities gathered by the requirements collection process of the 

EOSC portal.  

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/index.html?urls.primaryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/index.html?urls.primaryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs
https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide
https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide
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2 EOSC Portal Architecture & Interoperability  

2.1 EOSC Interoperability Framework recommendations 

The EOSC Interoperability Framework is a report developed by the Interoperability Task Force of the EOSC 
Executive Board FAIR Working Group1, which identified the general principles that should govern the design 
of the EOSC Interoperability Framework (EOSC IF report). These principles are organized into four layers com-
monly considered in other interoperability frameworks (e.g., the European Interoperability Framework2 - 
EIF): technical, semantic, organisational and legal. It provides generic guidelines as well problems and chal-
lenges that the EOSC should address for becoming an interoperable ecosystem.  

The activities of EOSC Enhance, especially those in WP2,3,4 (although they do not concern the wider EOSC 
ecosystem - Core and Exchange), focus on the development of one of the core services of EOSC , the EOSC 
portal. Thus, they are highly relevant to the proposed guidelines and more specifically:  

WP2 evolves and maintains the EOSC Profiles, which can be considered parts (e.g., and their instantiations 
as FAIR digital objects) of the semantic layer for the exchange of data regarding resources and providers. It 
also considers and produces elements of the organization layer, more specifically the onboarding process, as 
well as legal aspects addressed in the Rules of participation for providers of resources in the EOSC Portal.  

WP3 and WP4 focus on the technical layer and the challenges proposed in the EOSC IF. The proposed APIs 
and the technical interoperability solutions provided is a first attempt of implementing parts of the proposed 
guidelines. Although it is not meant to cover all guidelines, the EOSC Enhance interoperability proposition 
addresses (or involves) the following technical recommendations (EOSC IF report -  p27):  

• Open Specifications for EOSC Services. The EOSC Profiles specifications (as described in D2.3) and the 
EOSC Open API specifications (presented in this deliverable) aim to address this recommendation. 

• A  common  security  and  privacy  framework  (including  Authorisation  and Authentication Infra-
structure): All APIs (and all components developed in EOSC enhance) make use of the EOSC AAI, i.e., 
a common AAI service, for authenticating and authorizing access to web services and data (via API 
access and refresh tokens issued by the central AAI service – see also Section 5.2.5).  

• Easy access to data sources available in different formats. The EOSC registry and the EOSC order 
management data are accessible via the REST APIs specified in this document in JSON and XML for-
mats. 

• Coarse-grained and fine-grained dataset (and other research object) search tools. EOSC Portal APIs 
provide search methods for users to search over the entire catalogue, filter results based on a variety 
of criteria and retrieve different types of entities (providers, resources, orders, etc.). 

• A clear EOSC PID policy. A persistent identifier (PID) is a long-lasting reference to a digital resource. 
Typically, it has two components: a unique identifier; and a service that locates the resource over 
time even when it's location changes. Although EOSC APIs are not meant to define an EOSC PID pol-
icy, they do offer the necessary interoperability solution at the technical level to uniquely identify 
and manage entities within the EOSC portal..  

 
1   EOSC IF report: https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d787ea54-6a87-11eb-aeb5-
01aa75ed71a1, February 2021 

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d787ea54-6a87-11eb-aeb5-01aa75ed71a1
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d787ea54-6a87-11eb-aeb5-01aa75ed71a1
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Figure 2: Sample approaches for interoperability (Linked Data, microservice architectures, scientific workflows) [EOSC IF report, p32] 

Next, considering the different architecture approaches for the implementation of the interoperability layer 
described in the EOSC IF report and more specifically the three alternative approaches using Linked Data, 

microservice architectures, and scientific workflows (Figure 2), the EOSC Portal APIs presented in this docu-
ment primarily follow the microservices architecture approach where data (and metadata) are exchanged 
via REST API Gateways between applications of the EOSC core and the EOSC exchange. However, as discussed 
in the next section, additional asynchronous approaches are also developed and considered, e.g., messaging 
mechanisms for enabling the composition of scientific workflows. Finally, the linked data paradigm is also a 
direction which EOSC Portal should follow, especially for the metadata interoperability. EOSC Portal does not 
provide a Linked data endpoint, but EOSC Enhance has collaborated with CATRIS2 project for making the list 
of vocabularies and classifications in the EOSC profiles, available in RDF format (SKOS). 

2.2 EOSC Portal Interoperability Layer 

This section provides the architecture design of the EOSC Portal as being developed by EOSC Enhance. A 

detailed presentation is included in D3.1. Here we only provide a brief listing of the components’ functional-

ity, focusing on the interoperability layer and its functionality within the overall architecture. The architecture 

 
2 https://project.catris.eu/ 
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design of the EOSC Portal components that is being developed in the context of EOSC Enhance is shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 : EOSC Portal Components developed by EOSC Enhance 

EOSC Portal Registry is the storage component for the Provider and Resource entities, whereas the EOSC 

order management module stores the information related to the ordering of a resource. Both offer the nec-

essary programmatic interfaces (see interoperability layer below) for the addition, modification, and access 

to information regarding providers, resources and user activity collected in EOSC Portal.  

EOSC Portal Providers Component offers functionality to users representing a Provider organization, who 

wish to onboard their organization and onboard resources in the EOSC Portal registry, to manage and cus-

tomize the way offerings are presented to end users and finally to gain insights on a multitude of usage 

statistics, user-generated events and statistics collected in the Portal. Offered functionality includes the 

Onboarding and management of Resources, the Management of orders for resources,  and the Providers 

Dashboard. 

EOSC Portal Users Component – EOSC Marketplace offers functionality to end users of the EOSC Portal; both 

unauthenticated and authenticated can have access to functionality regarding the discovery of resources (via 

keyword search), browsing of the EOSC Portal resources, comparing resources from different providers, and 

presenting details (characteristics and orderable parts of a resource). Authenticated users will have access to 

personalized features, including management of their user profile, resource recommendations targeting 

their profile, ability to order and rate resources, etc. 

EOSC Portal Content Component is the informative content to end users of the EOSC Portal, including a 

section for news, for projects being part of EOSC, etc. Content in the static part of the EOSC Portal is managed 

by an editorial team. 

 

EOSC Portal Interoperability Layer. The Interoperability layer offers the APIs gateway, i.e., the web methods, 

and the communication with the security layer of the EOSC portal, which allows programmatic population 

and synchronisation of resources and providers’ metadata from providers’ system and retrieval of infor-

mation by third-party stakeholders. Based on the EOSC WG and the EOSC Future project’s terminology the 

components of the EOSC portal that offer core functionalities (among other the Registry, the Order 
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management module and the Marketplace) comprise the EOSC core, whereas the systems (providers, cata-

logues and 3rd party systems) that communicate with the core comprise the EOSC Exchange. As such in the 

context of the EOSC enhance, the Interoperability layer also provides the mechanisms for interacting with 

the other modules of the EOSC Core (Providers, End Users, and Order Management) as well as with external 

systems and services of the EOSC exchange. These are: 

• Web services based on REST APIs . The offer synchronous communication with the EOSC Portal registry 

and Order Management, based on the REST protocol. They include a rich set of web methods for retriev-

ing, updating and adding information, compatible to EOSC profiles,  either in XML and JSON representa-

tion schemas. In general, GET methods are open, whereas POST and PUT require an API key. REST APIs 

v3.00 is the default method for synchronous communication of external systems with the EOSC portal like 

providers, regional and thematic catalogues.  

• Messaging service for event-based communication. EOSC portal offers a Java messaging service (JMS 

based on Apache Active MQ3 ) which enables communication of systems via a publish subscribe mecha-

nism. The SSL messaging service enables the subscription of clients to registry-generating events, regard-

ing CRUD operations on providers and resources. The EOSC portal registry (acts as publisher) generates 

and publish events for changes, based on the EOSC profiles model, on these entities in the messaging 

system and subscribers receive and process these events. This method is suitable for one-to-many or 

many-to-many communication of changes between systems, addressing a more loosely coupled commu-

nication between systems. Messaging service is used for the communication between EOSC portal Regis-

try and EOSC portal End user component (EOSC Marketplace). 

• ResourceSync4 is an asynchronous communication method for enabling harvesting of resources and 

changes from the EOSC portal. The EOSC portal offers a resource sync API (https://providers.eosc-por-

tal.eu/api/resourcesync/), which can be harvested by external systems- harvesters and retrieve in XML 

format the contents of the Registry, either the current list of providers and resources available in the 

catalogue (e.g., https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/api/resourcesync/) or the same list with timestamps 

and date of changes for each entity, such that the harvester can pick only the changed entities (e.g., 

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/api/resourcesync/infra_service/1581333715694/changelist.xml points 

to the changes applied in a resource with id=1581333715694) . Note that the resourceSync is operating 

in beta mode. 

In the next sections we will present in more details the REST APIs mechanism as this is the primary methods 

currently used and documented for the communication of the EOSC Exchange parts with the EOSC portal. 

 
3 http://activemq.apache.org/ 
4 http://www.openarchives.org/rs/toc 

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/api/resourcesync/infra_service/1581333715694/changelist.xml
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3 Use Cases for the use of EOSC Portal APIs 
The EOSC Portal APIs allow to manage the entire lifecycle of the catalogue elements, i.e. from data collection 

from the resource providers to data provisioning to third party systems. Below, we provide a set of simple 

use cases that demonstrate the different scenarios of use of the APIs by relevant stakeholders, namely a) e-

Infrastructures, service and resource providers that wish to onboard an manage their resources in the cata-

logue, b) other systems within the EOSC Portal core services, c) other regional and thematic catalogues wish-

ing to integrate and synchronize their resources in the catalogues with the EOSC Catalogue and finally d) 

other providers and catalogues which aim at integrating their order management systems and functionality 

with that of EOSC Portal’s order management APIs.   

3.1 Provider/Resource onboarding and resource management 

EOSC Resource Registry allows onboarding and management of Individual providers and resources using the 

EOSC Registry REST API. Offered functionality via the APIs include: 

• Onboarding, which implements the EOSC portal onboarding process, i.e., the registration of a new Pro-

vider and the registration of Resources managed by a Provider. Onboarding services will target authen-

ticated users who will be able to programmatically onboard their organization and resources by using 

the EOSC Registry's APIs. They can submit a new request in the API by providing the necessary infor-

mation (provider’s or resources) as well as to validate the provide information against the EOSC profiles. 

• Resource Management: It offers the functionality for provider users to view the list of resources assigned 

to their organization and manage all characteristics of their offerings. Resource management will also 

enable users to "activate"/"deactivate" a resource in the EOSC Portal, to assign it to categories or other 

classification schemes (e.g., scientific domain, TRL, etc), to manage the different versions of a resource 

and add new users who will be responsible for managing the offerings of a provider.  

This scenario targets authenticated users representing a provider in the EOSC portal who wish to  

• Get the list of resources managed by their organization (acting as a provider) 

• Update of information of an existing list of Resources   

• Insert of information for a new Resource  

• Validate an update of a Resource  

• Update of information of the organization acting as Provider   

3.2 Provisioning of EOSC Registry information 

This set of actions represents use cases for offering catalogue information to third parties through the REST 

API. This scenario targets users who wish to  

• Retrieve Information about a Resource, such as:  

o Get the most current version of a specific resource providing the resource ID; 

o Get a past version of a resource providing the resource ID and the version identifier; 

o Get a list of resources based on a set of IDs; 

o Get a list of all resources in the entire Catalogue; 

o Get all resources in the catalogue organised by an attribute, e.g. by categories; 
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o Search and retrieve a list of resources based on a set of filters on the attributes of the EOSC resource 

profiles. 

• Retrieve information about a Provider such as:  

o Get provider’s data providing the provider ID; 

o Get a list of all resource providers in the catalogue;  

o Get a list of resource offered by a provider; 

• Retrieve auxiliary information about list of values (i.e. vocabularies) used in CatRIS, such as:  

o Get all vocabulary types and the values they can take; 

o Get a specific vocabulary type and the values it can take; 

o Get the hierarchy of Category vocabulary type; 

3.3 Resource catalogues interoperability 

This use case facilitates the onboarding of entire collections or catalogues of resources maintained by an-

other organization. These catalogues could include resources that share a common subject (thematic cata-

logues) or resources and services that come from a specific geographical region or consortium/fellowship 

(regional catalogues). There are a variety of issues that distinguish resource catalogue registration from the 

registration and management of resources coming from individual providers as already described above: 

o A catalogue has already registered and maintains a portfolio of providers and resources and needs 

to register (part of) this portfolio in the EOSC registry on behalf of its providers (e.g., without requiring 

from each individual provider to follow the EOSC onboarding process) 

o A catalogue has already an agreement with the EOSC portal (e.g., abiding by the Rules of participa-

tion, and\or any other agreement) for representing and managing the resources of its providers in 

the EOSC portal. 

o A catalogue should be able to synchronize data with the EOSC Registry (vice and versa) 

o Resources and Providers in the EOSC Registry are linked to the original hosting catalogue. 

A catalogue can be considered as another kind of EOSC resource; it is managed by a Catalogue organization 

(the entity or the project registering the catalogue to the EOSC Registry) and thus at least a catalogue repre-

sentative should be registered in the EOSC portal. 

It must be noted that this is a work in progress, having produced a first successful proof of concept with 

Integration of Ni4OS project catalogue5 in the EOSC Portal based on the current APIs v3.00 capabilities.  

However, there are also a list of changes which will be applied to i) the EOSC model to introduce the notion 

of catalogue and the relations between resources, providers, and catalogues and ii) the onboarding process 

to introduce the registration of catalogues. Thus the support of this use case will be upgraded in the next 

release of the EOSC profiles and the APIs. This scenario targets catalogues, i.e. projects, regional or thematic 

catalogues, which will be able to  

• Register a new catalogue in the EOSC Registry, update its profile 

• Register a new provider in the EOSC Registry and update its profile 

• Update (Push) all Resources of one or more providers maintained in the catalogue to the EOSC Registry 

• Retrieve (Get) all Resources of one or more providers maintained in the catalogue from the EOSC Registry 

 
5 https://ni4os.eu/ 
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3.4 Resource Offer Configuration  

EOSC Marketplace provides a way for providers to configure their offerings using EOSC Marketplace Offering 

API or user interface. This allows for flexible integration patterns, with the API described using OpenAPI 

standard.  

In both ways providers can manage their offerings. They can review the offerings they created, and create 

new ones. Each offering has a number of attributes of different types associated with it that can be modified.  

If a provider chooses to register a resource with order type "order required", then she can also configure the 

Order configurations for it. This is a range of more specific settings that make integration with external Order 

Management Systems possible. In this way, orders of the specified offers can be handled by provider-specific 

solutions, or by a generally-available EOSC portal Order Management System like SOMBO6. 

3.5 Resource Order Management   

Orders for resources are placed in EOSC Portal User Component, which then need to be passed on to provid-

ers' systems for handling, and to SOMBO for user support. The ordering process requires efficient communi-

cation between involved parties.  

The Ordering API facilitates this communication in a distributed environment. Registered provider Order 

Management Systems integrate with it to receive information about submitted orders. They also take part in 

conversions with the customer. The providers can use their own order management software for integration 

or choose SOMBO. 

The Ordering API is described with OpenAPI standard. Asynchronous updates are also possible if a registered 

system exposes a notification (trigger) endpoint. 

  

 
6 https://eosc-portal.eu/news/sombo-order-management-system-eosc-portal-now-production 
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4 EOSC Portal APIs Model 

4.1 EOSC Profiles 3.0 

The EOSC Portal itself and each resource are described by a clear set of metadata, defined by the EOSC Pro-

files 3.07 and instantiated in JSON Schema. Furthermore, each resource keeps a placeholder for a Persistent 

ID (PID) for its unique reference throughout EOSC. As of now the IDs for providers and resources are gener-

ated by the portal based on unique characteristics of the resource during resource onboarding, such as the 

Provider, the resource internal ID and the resource version. However, this placeholder can store PIDs gener-

ated by any valid EOSC-complaint PID infrastructure 

The underlying model of the EOSC Registry is the EOSC Profiles (v3.00). It models two main entities: The 

provider entity and the resources this provider onboards in the Catalogue. The metadata of these two entities 

are called Profiles.  

The main building block within the data model is the Resource. A Resource is identified by a persistent unique 

ID, which is generated by the Portal during the creation/addition of the resource in the catalogue and de-

scribed by a set of attributes.  

A Resource is offered and managed by a Provider, identified by a Provider ID. A Provider is also described by 

a set of attributes, according to the respective Profile. A representative from the providing organization, 

called Provider Administrator is responsible to manage (add, update, maintain) the Provider’s profile.  

The EOSC Profiles 3.00, i.e., attributes, data formats, and constraints have been thoroughly specified in Deliv-

erable 2.2. and the EOSC Registry internal data model has been described in Deliverable 3.1. Below we pro-

vide these two main entities in JSON schema and JSON format, which are used in all APIs methods that add, 

update or retrieve entities from the EOSC portal Registry. These specifications are also publicly accessible in 

the OpenAPI8 of the EOSC Portal. 

Table 1: The resource profile represented in JSON schema 

Resource Profile 
resource: { 

  "id": "(required on PUT only)", 

  "name": "string", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "string", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "string (uri)", 

  "description": "string", 

  "tagline": "string", 

  "logo": "string (uri)", 

  "multimedia": [ 

    null 

  ], 

  "useCases": [ 

    null 

 
7 https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation 
8 https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi 

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
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  ], 

  "scientificDomains": [ 

    { 

      "scientificDomain": "string", 

      "scientificSubdomain": "string" 

    } 

  ], 

  "categories": [ 

    { 

      "category": "string", 

      "subcategory": "string" 

    } 

  ], 

  "targetUsers": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "accessTypes": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "accessModes": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "tags": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "geographicalAvailabilities": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "languageAvailabilities": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "resourceGeographicLocations": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "mainContact": { 

    "firstName": "string", 

    "lastName": "string", 

    "email": "string", 

    "phone": "string", 

    "position": "string", 

    "organisation": "string" 

  }, 

  "publicContacts": [ 

    { 

      "firstName": "string", 

      "lastName": "string", 

      "email": "string", 

      "phone": "string", 

      "position": "string", 

      "organisation": "string" 

    } 

  ], 

  "helpdeskEmail": "string", 

  "securityContactEmail": "string", 

  "trl": "string", 

  "lifeCycleStatus": "string", 

  "certifications": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 
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  "standards": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "openSourceTechnologies": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "version": "string", 

  "lastUpdate": "2020-01-01", 

  "changeLog": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "requiredResources": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "relatedResources": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "relatedPlatforms": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "fundingBody": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "fundingPrograms": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "grantProjectNames": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "helpdeskPage": "string (uri)", 

  "userManual": "string (uri)", 

  "termsOfUse": "string (uri)", 

  "privacyPolicy": "string (uri)", 

  "accessPolicy": "string (uri)", 

  "serviceLevel": "string (uri)", 

  "trainingInformation": "string (uri)", 

  "statusMonitoring": "string (uri)", 

  "maintenance": "string (uri)", 

  "orderType": "string", 

  "order": "string (uri)", 

  "paymentModel": "string (uri)", 

  "pricing": "string (uri)" 

} 

Resource Profile Example for the Resource EGI High-Throughput Compute 
{ 

  "id": "egi-fed.accounting", 

  "name": "EGI Accounting", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "egi-fed", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "egi-fed" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "https://www.egi.eu/internal-services/accounting", 

  "description": "EGI Accounting stores user accounting records from various 

services offered by EGI, such as Cloud, HTC and storage usage. It works thanks 

to a network of message brokers that transfer usage data from the host to a 

central repository of information. The data is handled securely and can be 

consulted online through the EGI Accounting Portal. EGI council members can 

use EGI accounting services to account for the resource usage of their own 

services. EGI Accounting gives: Increased control over resource consumption. 
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Reduced overhead of defining data models, architecture and setup of an ac-

counting system. Reduced cost of maintaining an accounting infrastructure. Ac-

cess to a reliable, high available, high performance service. User friendly 

web interface. Reduced overhead of defining data models, architecture and 

setup of an accounting system, reduced cost of maintaining an accounting in-

frastructure. Countries and organisations represented in the EGI Council", 

  "tagline": "Track and report the usage of your services", 

  "logo": "https://www.egi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/EGI_Accounting.png", 

  "multimedia": [], 

  "useCases": [], 

  "scientificDomains": [ 

    { 

      "scientificDomain": "scientific_domain-generic", 

      "scientificSubdomain": "scientific_subdomain-generic-generic" 

    } 

  ], 

  "categories": [ 

    { 

      "category": "category-security_and_operations-operations_and_infrastruc-

ture_management_services", 

      "subcategory": "subcategory-security_and_operations-operations_and_in-

frastructure_management_services-accounting" 

    } 

  ], 

  "targetUsers": [ 

    "target_user-research_organisations", 

    "target_user-research_projects", 

    "target_user-research_groups" 

  ], 

  "accessTypes": [ 

    "access_type-virtual" 

  ], 

  "accessModes": [], 

  "tags": [ 

    "accounting" 

  ], 

  "geographicalAvailabilities": [ 

    "EU" 

  ], 

  "languageAvailabilities": [ 

    "en" 

  ], 

  "resourceGeographicLocations": [], 

  "mainContact": null, 

  "publicContacts": [ 

    { 

      "firstName": null, 

      "lastName": null, 

      "email": "support@egi.eu", 

      "phone": null, 

      "position": null, 

      "organisation": null 

    } 

  ], 

  "helpdeskEmail": "support@egi.eu", 

  "securityContactEmail": null, 

  "trl": "trl-9", 

  "lifeCycleStatus": "life_cycle_status-production", 

  "certifications": [], 
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  "standards": [], 

  "openSourceTechnologies": [], 

  "version": "1.0", 

  "lastUpdate": 1535500800000, 

  "changeLog": [], 

  "requiredResources": [], 

  "relatedResources": [], 

  "relatedPlatforms": [], 

  "fundingBody": [ 

    "funding_body-ec" 

  ], 

  "fundingPrograms": [], 

  "grantProjectNames": [], 

  "helpdeskPage": "http://helpdesk.egi.eu/", 

  "userManual": null, 

  "termsOfUse": null, 

  "privacyPolicy": null, 

  "accessPolicy": null, 

  "serviceLevel": "https://documents.egi.eu/document/2733", 

  "trainingInformation": "https://www.egi.eu/egi-trainings/", 

  "statusMonitoring": null, 

  "maintenance": null, 

  "orderType": "order_type-other", 

  "order": "https://www.egi.eu/internal-services/accounting", 

  "paymentModel": null, 

  "pricing": "https://www.egi.eu/access-policy/" 

} 

 

Table 2: The provider profile represented in JSON 

Resource Provider Profile 
provider: { 

  "id": "string", 

  "name": "string", 

  "abbreviation": "string", 

  "website": "string (uri)", 

  "legalEntity": false, 

  "legalStatus": "string", 

  "description": "string", 

  "logo": "string (uri)", 

  "multimedia": [ 

    null 

  ], 

  "scientificDomains": [ 

    { 

      "scientificDomain": "string", 

      "scientificSubdomain": "string" 

    } 

  ], 

  "tags": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "location": { 

    "streetNameAndNumber": "string", 

    "postalCode": "string", 

    "city": "string", 

    "region": "string", 

    "country": "string" 
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  }, 

  "mainContact": { 

    "firstName": "string", 

    "lastName": "string", 

    "email": "string", 

    "phone": "string", 

    "position": "string" 

  }, 

  "publicContacts": [ 

    { 

      "firstName": "string", 

      "lastName": "string", 

      "email": "string", 

      "phone": "string", 

      "position": "string" 

    } 

  ], 

  "lifeCycleStatus": "string", 

  "certifications": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "hostingLegalEntity": "string", 

  "participatingCountries": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "affiliations": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "networks": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "structureTypes": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "esfriDomains": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "esfriType": "string", 

  "merilScientificDomains": [ 

    { 

      "merilScientificDomain": "string", 

      "merilScientificSubdomain": "string" 

    } 

  ], 

  "areasOfActivity": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "societalGrandChallenges": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "nationalRoadmaps": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "users": [ 

    { 

      "email": "string", 

      "id": "string", 

      "name": "string", 

      "surname": "string" 
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    } 

  ] 

} 

Resource Provider Profile Example for EGI Foundation 
{ 

  "id": "egi-fed", 

  "name": "EGI Foundation", 

  "abbreviation": "EGI", 

  "website": "https://www.egi.eu/", 

  "legalEntity": true, 

  "legalStatus": "provider_legal_status-foundation", 

  "description": "The EGI Federation is an international e-Infrastructure 

set up to provide advanced computing and data analytics services for re-

search and innovation. The EGI e-infrastructure is publicly-funded and com-

prises hundreds of data centres and cloud providers spread across Europe 

and worldwide. The EGI Federation offers a wide range of services for com-

pute, storage, data and support. More about EGI Services. The EGI Federa-

tion provides access to +1,000,000 computing cores and +740 PB of disk and 

tape storage. The federation is coordinated by the EGI Foundation (previ-

ously known as EGI.eu), created to coordinate and develop the EGI infra-

structure, in collaboration with its participants. The EGI Federation be-

lieves that all researchers should have seamless access to services, re-

sources and expertise to collaborate and conduct world-class research and 

innovation. The federation’s mission is to deliver open solutions for ad-

vanced computing and data analytics in research and innovation. This mis-

sion is pursued by coordinating and provisioning an international federated 

infrastructure that pools together service providers from both the public 

and private sector in Europe to develop, integrate and deliver digital ser-

vices for compute- and data-intensive research and innovation. As an open 

initiative with a global outlook, the EGI Federation also connects service 

providers beyond Europe following the collaboration needs of the served 

communities.", 

  "logo": "https://www.egi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/cropped-logo_site-

1-300x300.png", 

  "multimedia": [ 

    "https://www.egi.eu/media-gallery/" 

  ], 

  "scientificDomains": [ 

    { 

      "scientificDomain": "scientific_domain-generic", 

      "scientificSubdomain": "scientific_subdomain-generic-generic" 

    } 

  ], 

  "tags": [ 

    "e-Infrastructure ", 

    "Computing ", 

    "Data analytics " 

  ], 

  "location": { 

    "streetNameAndNumber": "Science Park 140 ", 

    "postalCode": "1098 XG ", 

    "city": "Amsterdam", 

    "region": null, 

    "country": "NL" 

  }, 

  "mainContact": null, 

  "publicContacts": [ 

    { 

      "firstName": null, 
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      "lastName": null, 

      "email": "services@egi.eu", 

      "phone": null, 

      "position": null 

    } 

  ], 

  "lifeCycleStatus": "provider_life_cycle_status-operational", 

  "certifications": [ 

    "ISO 9001:2015" 

  ], 

  "hostingLegalEntity": null, 

  "participatingCountries": [ 

    "BE", 

    "BG", 

    "CH", 

    "CZ", 

    "EE", 

    "EL", 

    "ES", 

    "FR", 

    "HR", 

    "IT", 

    "MK", 

    "NL", 

    "PL", 

    "PT", 

    "RO", 

    "SE", 

    "SI", 

    "SK", 

    "TR", 

    "UK" 

  ], 

  "affiliations": [ 

    "Big Data Value Association" 

  ], 

  "networks": [ 

    "provider_network-egi" 

  ], 

  "structureTypes": [ 

    "provider_structure_type-virtual" 

  ], 

  "esfriDomains": [ 

    "provider_esfri_domain-data_computing_and_digital_research_infrastruc-

tures" 

  ], 

  "esfriType": "provider_esfri_type-not_esfri", 

  "merilScientificDomains": [ 

    { 

      "merilScientificDomain": "provider_meril_scientific_domain-infor-

mation_science_and_technology", 

      "merilScientificSubdomain": "provider_meril_scientific_subdomain-in-

formation_science_and_technology-distributed_computing_facilities" 

    } 

  ], 

  "areasOfActivity": [ 

    "provider_area_of_activity-technological_development" 

  ], 

  "societalGrandChallenges": [ 
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    "provider_societal_grand_challenge-other" 

  ], 

  "nationalRoadmaps": [], 

  "users": null 

} 

 

It must be noted that personal information such as the main contact of a resource or a provider and the users 

(the providers representative) of a provider are not retrieved (null is fetched instead) by an anonymous call 

to the API methods. As discussed in the next Section, all GET methods do not require authentication; however 

anonymous calls omit the personal information. Only authenticated users (e.g., representatives from the 

provider) can have access to this information. 

4.2 EOSC Order Management Entities 

4.2.1 Offering Model 

The EOSC Marketplace Offering API makes it possible to manage resource offerings. To that end, it uses two 

root-level data models: Resources and Offers (resource configurations which can be ordered by users). 

The Resource model corresponds to the Resource profile from EOSC Profiles v3.0. The eid field matches the 

id of the resource in Table 1. However, it has an extra field listing available OMSes (Order Management Sys-

tems), which can be chosen for the Resource’s offers. 

Table 3: The Resource (in Offering API) JSON Schema and example. 

Resource schema 
{ 
  "type": "object", "properties": { 
    "id": { "type": "string" }, 

    "eid":{ 

      "oneOf": [ 

        { "type": "string" }, 

        { "type": "null" } 

      ] 

    }, 
    "name": { "type": "string" }, 
    "description": { "type": "string" }, 
    "status": { "oneOf": [ 

        { "type": "string" }, 

        { "type": "null" } 

      ] 

    }, 

    "available_omses": { 

      "type": "array", 

      "items": { 

        "$ref": "see: OMS information schema" 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": [ 

    "id", 

    "name", 

    "description", 
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    "status", 

    "available_omses" 

  ] 

} 

Resource example 
{ 
  "id": "internal_id", 

  "eid": "provider_a.id", 

  "name": "Example name", 

  "description": "Example description", 

  "status": "published", 

  "available_omses": [ 

    { 

      "id": 1, 

      "name": "SOMBO", 

      "type": "global", 

      "custom_params": { 

        "order_target": { 

          "mandatory": false 

        } 

      } 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 

Table 4: The OMS (in Offering API) JSON Schema and example. 

OMS information schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "id": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "name": { "type": "string" }, 

    "type": { "type": "string", 

      "enum": [ "global", "provider_group", "resource_dedicated" ] 

    }, 

    "custom_params": { "type": "object" } 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": [ "id", "name", "type" ] 

} 

 

OMS information example 
{ 

  "id": 1, 

  "name": "Great OMS", 

  "type": "provider_group", 

  "custom_params": { 

    "non_mandatory_param": { 

      "mandatory": false 

    }  

  } 

} 
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The Offer model describes offerings that are configured in scope of a Resource. Apart from basic information 

such as name and description, it holds ordering and parameters configuration. The ordering configuration is 

only relevant for offers with order type “order_required”. 

Table 5: The Offer JSON Schema and example. 

Offer schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "id": { "type": "integer", "readOnly": true }, 

    "name": { "type": "string" }, 

    "description": { "type": "string" }, 

    "order_type": { "type": "string", "enum": [ 

        "open_access", "fully_open_access", "order_required", "other"  

    ] }, 

    "internal": { "type": "boolean" }, 

    "order_url": { "oneOf": [ 

      { "type": "string" }, 

      { "type": "null" } 

    ] }, 

    "primary_oms_id": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "oms_params": { "type": "object" }, 

    "parameters": { "type": "array", "uniqueItems": true, 

      "items": { 

        "type": "object", 

        "properties": { 

          "id": { "type": "string" }, 

          "label": { "type": "string" }, 

          "description": { "oneOf": [ 

            { "type": "string"}, { "type": "null" } 

          ] }, 

          "type": { "type": "string" } 

        }, 

        "required": [ 

          "id", 

          "label", 

          "type" 

        ] 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "required": [ 

    "name", 

    "description", 

    "order_type" 

  ] 

} 

Offer examples 
{ 

  "id": 1, 

  "name": "example offer", 

  "description": "example described", 

  "order_type": "open_access" 

} 

 

{ 

  "id": 1, 
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  "name": "example offer", 

  "description": "example described", 

  "order_type": "order_required"  

  "internal": true, 

  "primary_oms_id": 1 

} 

 

 

4.2.2 Ordering Model  

The EOSC Marketplace Ordering API provides ways to react to orders coming from the end users. An order is 

placed when a user selects an open access resource offer or configures an order required offer in a project. 

The data model contains some information about the integration method (OMS registration), as well as ac-

tual ordering data. 

The OMS registration model provides information about the configuration of the integration, which is more 

detailed than in the Offering Model. 

 

Figure 4: The Ordering API entities relations. 

Apart from this, it exposes a hierarchy of entities around the ordering process. The Project relates to multiple 

Project Items, which may represent an orderable or an open access offer. The open access Project Item will 

not have the full status semantics, i.e. it is created in the final status. 

The orderable Project Items have a status field, which has two sub-fields: value and type. The value can be 

any string, allowing an OMS to introduce additional status semantic. On the other hand, type values must 

adhere to the finite state machine of status transitions in the system, see Figure 5. This dual approach makes 

it flexible while still giving end user a static ordering process. 

 

Figure 5: The project item status types, which form a complete workflow. 

Both Project and Project Item can have multiple Messages, that users may enter for the providers. 

Additionally, Event model follows the changes made to the Project, Project Item and Message entities. 

Table 6: The OMS (in Ordering API) JSON Schema and example. 

OMS registration schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 
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    "id": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "name": { "type": "string" }, 

    "type": { "type": "string", "enum": [ 

      "global", "provider_group", "resource_dedicated" 

    ] }, 

    "default": { "type": "boolean" }, 

    "custom_params": { "type": "object" }, 

    "trigger": { "type":  "object", 

      "properties": { 

        "url": {"type": "string"}, 

        "method": {"type": "string", 

          "enum": ["get", "post", "put"] 

        }, 

        "authorization": {"type": "object", 

          "properties": { 

            "type": {"type": "string", "const": "basic" }, 

            "user": {"type": "string"}, 

            "password": {"type": "string"} 

          }, 

          "required": ["type", "user", "password"] 

        } 

      }, 

      "additionalProperties": false, 

      "required": [ "url", "method" ] 

    } 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": [ "id", "name", "type", "default" ] 

} 

OMS registration example 
{ 

  "id": 1, 

  "name": "SOMBO", 

  "type": "global", 

  "default": true, 

  "custom_params": { 

    "order_target": { 

      "mandatory": false 

    } 

  }, 

  “trigger”: { 

    “url”: “https://example.com/trigger”, 

    “method”: “post”, 

    “authorization”: { 

      “type”: “basic”, 

      “user”: “foo”, 

      “password”: “bar” 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

Table 7: The Project JSON Schema and example. 

Project schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "id": {"type": "integer"}, 
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    "owner": { 

      "type": "object", 

      "properties": { 

        "uid": {"type": "string"}, 

        "email": {"type": "string"}, 

        "name": {"type": "string"}, 

        "first_name": {"type": "string"}, 

        "last_name": {"type": "string"} 

      }, 

      "additionalProperties": false, 

      "required": ["uid", "email", "name", "first_name", "last_name"] 

    }, 

    "project_items": { 

      "type": "array", 

      "items": { 

        "type": "integer" 

      } 

    }, 

    "attributes": { 

      "type": "object" 

    } 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": ["id", "owner", "project_items"] 

} 

Project example 
{ 

  "id": 123, 

  "owner": { 

    "uid": "cc4486d57d5a14085f65f67ffd@egi.eu", 

    "email": "john@example.com", 

    "name": "John Smith", 

    "first_name": "John", 

    "last_name": "Smith" 

  }, 

  "project_items": [ 1, 2, 3 ], 

  "attributes": { 

    "name": "some name", 

    "customer_typology": "single_user", 

    "organization": "some organization", 

    "department": "", 

    "department_webpage": "http://example.com", 

    "scientific_domains": [], 

    "country": "Czech Republic", 

    "collaboration_countries": [], 

    "user_group_name": "" 

  } 

} 

 

Table 8: The Project Item JSON Schema and example. 

Project item schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "id": {"type": "integer"}, 

    "project_id": {"type": "integer"}, 

    "status": { 
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      "type": "object", 

      "properties":{ 

        "value": {"type": "string"}, 

        "type": {"type": "string", 

          "enum": [ 

            "created", "rejected", "waiting_for_response", "registered", 

            "in_progress", "ready", "closed", "approved" 

          ] 

        } 

      }, 

      "additionalProperties": false, 

      "required": ["value", "type"] 

    }, 

    "attributes": {"type": "object"}, 

    "user_secrets": {"type": "object"}, 

    "oms_params": {"type": "object"} 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": ["id", "project_id", "status"] 

} 

 

Project item example 
{ 

  "id": 2, 

  "project_id": 123, 

  "status": { 

    "value": "some_internal_status", 

    "type": "registered" 

  }, 

  "attributes": { 

    "category": "Virtual Machine Management", 

    "service": "EGI Cloud Compute", 

    "offer": "General purpose", 

    "offer_properties": [ 

      { 

        "id": "id1", 

        "type": "select", 

        "label": "Number of CPU Cores", 

        "value": 4, 

        "config": { "mode": "buttons", "values": [ 1, 2, 4, 8 ] }, 

        "value_type": "integer", 

        "description": "Select number of cores you want" 

      } 

    ], 

    "platforms": [ "EGI", "EGI-ACE" ], 

    "request_voucher": false, 

    "order_type": "order_required" 

  }, 

  "oms_params": { 

    "order_target": "support@egi.eu" 

  }, 

  "user_secrets": { 

    "some_secret": "<OBFUSCATED>" 

  } 

} 
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Table 9: The Message JSON Schema and example. 

Message schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "id": {"type": "integer"}, 

    "author": { 

      "type": "object", 

      "properties": { 

        "uid": {"type": "string"}, 

        "email": {"type": "string"}, 

        "name": {"type": "string"}, 

        "role": {"type": "string", 

          "enum": [ "user", "provider", "mediator"] 

        } 

      }, 

      "additionalProperties": false, 

      "required": [ "email", "name", "role" ] 

    }, 

    "content": {"type": "string"}, 

    "scope": {"type": "string", 

      "enum": ["public", "internal", "user_direct"] 

    }, 

    "created_at": {"type": "string"}, 

    "updated_at": {"type": "string"} 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": [ 

    "id", "author", "content", "scope", "created_at", "updated_at" 

  ] 

} 

 

Message example 
{ 

  "id": 123, 

  "author": { 

    "uid": "486d57d5a5ac3b@egi.eu", 

    "email": "joe@example.com", 

    "name": "Joe Doe", 

    "role": "user" 

  }, 

  "content": "Message content", 

  "scope": "public", 

  "created_at": "2021-04-15T13:55:23Z", 

  "updated_at": "2021-04-15T13:57:23Z" 

} 

 

Table 10: The Event JSON Schema and example. 

Event schema 
{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "timestamp": { "type": "string" }, 

    "type": { "type": "string", "enum": [ "create", "update", "delete" ]}, 

    "resource": { "type": "string", "enum":  [ 

      "project", "project_item", "message" 
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    ]}, 

    "project_id": {"type": "integer"}, 

    "project_item_id": {"type": "integer"}, 

    "message_id": {"type": "integer"}, 

    "changes": { 

      "type":  "array", 

      "items": { 

        "type": "object", 

        "properties": { 

          "field": {"type":"string"}, 

          "before": {"type":"string"}, 

          "after": {"type":"string"} 

        }, 

        "additionalProperties": false, 

        "required": ["field", "before", "after"] 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "additionalProperties": false, 

  "required": ["timestamp", "type", "resource"] 

} 

Message example 
{ 

  "timestamp": "2021-04-15T09:20:11Z", 

  "type": "update", 

  "resource": "project_item", 

  "changes": [ 

    { 

      "after": "ready", 

      "field": "status.type", 

      "before": "created" 

    }, 

    { 

      "after": "ready", 

      "field": "status.value", 

      "before": "created" 

    } 

  ], 

  "project_id": 1434, 

  "project_item_id": 1 

} 
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5 The EOSC Portal API specifications  
 In this Section, we provide the specifications of the methods offered by the EOSC Portal APIs. An API method 

is a lightweight web service with a REST interface, which provides to remote system easy access to the EOSC 

Portal information. An API (Application Programming Interface) is a protocol intended to be used as an inter-

face by software components to communicate with each other. The API specifications have been maintained 

and published using frameworks compliant with OpenAPI Specification 2.0. At its current version, APIs v3.0 

is available in http://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi and its endpoints are available under http://api.eosc-

portal.eu base URL. 

The EOSC Marketplace Offering API and Ordering API are documented under https://marketplace.eosc-por-

tal.eu/api_docs, and their endpoints are available under https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api/v1 base URL. 

5.1 The API technology stack 

The EOSC Portal APIs employ well-established web technologies, i.e. HTTP REST, for the implementation of 

the methods. HTTP defines a set of request methods to indicate the desired action to be performed for a 

given resource. Each of these methods (referred to as HTTP verbs) implements a different action. The primary 

or most-commonly-used HTTP verbs are POST, GET, PUT, PATCH, and DELETE. These correspond to create, 

read, update, partial update, and delete (or CRUD) operations, respectively, as shown in Error! Reference s

ource not found.. The EOSC Portal APIs (Providers and Marketplace APIs) make use of these methods for 

offering RESTFul Web Services for the monitoring and management of the service catalogue. Representa-

tional State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style that specifies constraints, such as the uniform interface, 

that if applied to a web service induces desirable properties, such as performance, scalability, and modifia-

bility, that enable services to work best on the Web. In the REST architectural style, data and functionality 

are considered resources and are accessed using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), typically links on the 

Web. The resources are acted upon by using a set of simple, well-defined operations. The REST architectural 

style is designed to use a stateless communication protocol, typically HTTP. In the REST architecture style, 

clients and servers exchange representations of resources by using a standardized interface and protocol.  

Table 3: HTTP verbs used in EOSC portal APIs and their operations  

Operation  Uniform API Operation  Description  

Query Registry Resources  GET  GET must be used to retrieve a representation of a 
resource identified by URI or a list of resources 

Create of a Registry Resource POST  POST must be used to create a new resource  

Update of a Registry Resource PUT  PUT must be used to completely update a resource 
identified by URI  

Partial update of a Resource PATCH PATCH must be used to partially update a resource 
identified by URI 

Remove a Registry Resource DELETE  DELETE must be used to remove a resource identi-
fied by URI 

In the following sections, we provide the detailed API methods descriptions. 

 

http://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
http://api.eosc-portal.eu/
http://api.eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs
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Versioning of the APIs. EOSC portal APIs follow semantic versioning 9 as the standard scheme for numbering 

versions. Each version number has three numerical places, denoted as MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH. Given a ver-

sion number MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH, the: 

• MAJOR version number is incremented when incompatible API changes are deployed (e.g., change 

of underlying model – EOSC profiles) 

• MINOR version number corresponds to the case when functionality is added in a backwards compat-

ible manner, e.g., the addition of a new method in the APIs. 

• PATCH version number corresponds to the case when backwards compatible bug fixes and additions 

are deployed, e.g., the addition of a new value in a controlled vocabulary of the EOSC profiles. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the versioning scheme of the APIs follows the major releases of other 

specifications regarding the data and process models in the EOSC portal; i.e., the EOSC Profiles 3.0, the EOSC 

portal Onboarding process v3.00, etc. As such, the current version of the APIs is v3.00. 

On the other hand, the EOSC Marketplace APIs (I.e. Offering and Ordering APIs) begin major versioning from 

v1. 

Also, regarding the URL scheme for handling APIs evolution, EOSC portal currently adopts the versioning 

through URI Path, a common approach which includes the MAJOR version number in the APIs base URL (ex-

cept for the current one).  

5.2 EOSC Portal Registry APIs 

The API methods are organised in controllers according to the type of information offered by each method, 
i.e. a controller is a set of API methods used for posting or retrieving information from the registry. The API 
controllers and the functionality it offers are the following:  

• Resource Controller. It offers the functionality for managing a resource, such as:  

o adding, i.e. registering, a new resource in the Registry,  

o updating an existing resource description,  

o validating the registration or update of a resource without it actually being added/ modified in the 

registry, 

o retrieving the most current version of a specific resource providing the resource ID, 

o retrieving a list of resources based on a set of IDs, 

o retrieving a list of all resources in the Catalogue,  

o retrieving all resources in the catalogue organised by an attribute, e.g. get resources organised in 

categories,  

o searching and retrieving a list of resources based on a set of filters, 

• Provider Controller: It offers the functionality for managing a resource provider, such as:  

o updating an existing provider information,  

o retrieving all providers in the catalogue, 

o retrieving a provider description given a provider ID, 

o retrieving a list of resources offered by a provider, 

• Vocabulary Controller: It offers the functionality to retrieve the vocabularies used in the EOSC portal Reg-

istry for describing fixed values of the EOSC Resource and Provider Profiles, such as:  

 
9 https://semver.org/ 
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o Categories and subcategories, 

o TRL values, 

o Lifecycle Status values, 

o Country Codes, 

o Language Codes. 

An overview of the methods offered by each controller is shown in Table 11. Note that the resource and pro-
vider controllers offer functionality for adding (POST) and updating (PUT) information in the Registry.  

Table 11: An overview of the API methods 

Controller  Type Method Name Description Require 
Authen-
tication 

Resource 
 

POST /resource  Adds, i.e. registers, a new resource in the Registry Y 
PUT  / resource Updates an existing resource description Y 
POST / resource /validate Validates the registration or update of a resource 

without it actually being added/modified in the 
registry 

Y 

GET 
10 

/ resource/{id} Gets the most current version of a specific re-
source providing the ID 

N 

 GET  / resource/all Filters a list of resources based on a set of filters N 
 GET /resource/by/{field} Gets all resources in the catalogue organised by a 

field, e.g. get organized in categories 
N 

 GET /resource/byID/{ids} Gets a list of resources based on a set of IDs N 
 GET /resource/{id}/{ver-

sion} 
Gets a past version of a specific resource providing 
the ID and a version identifier 

N 

Provider 

 

PUT  /provider Updates provider info Y 
GET /provider/all Gets a list of all resource providers in the catalogue N 
GET /provider/{id} Gets provider’s data given the provider id N 
GET /provider/{id}/ser-

vices 
Gets a list of resources offered by a provider N 

Vocabulary GET /vocabu-
lary/byType/{type} 

Gets a list of all vocabularies with their terms  N 

 GET /vocabulary/{id} Gets the description of s specific term given its Id N 

 

5.2.1 API usage guidelines 

This section provides guidelines – in the form of a step-by-step example – for a provider to start using the 

API for adding and updating resource information in the EOSC Portal. These guidelines are indicative exam-

ples for the API-based implementation of the Use Cases presented in Section 3. They are available in the API 

documentation page (https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/developers ) and they will be updated according to 

the evolution of the APIs.  

 

 

 
10 Anonymous GET methods do not retrieve fields that contain personal information such as the main contact of a re-
source or a provider and the users (the providers representative) of a provider. 
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Add a new Resource 

• Step 1. Start from the documentation, i.e. https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation regard-

ing the EOSC profiles and the onboarding process as well as the API documentation in https://pro-

viders.eosc-portal.eu/openapi  

• Step 2. Follow the onboarding process and Register your organisation in EOSC-Portal. 

• Step 3. Export one or more of the resources to JSON according to the EOSC Profiles. 

o For indicative examples of Resource and Provider represented as JSON objects according to 

the EOSC Profiles, see the aforementioned Open API link. 

• Step 4. Using the AAI service (  https://aai.eosc-portal.eu/providers-api ) of the EOSC Portal, login and 

retrieve a new API token. 

o Any subsequent request to the API using that cookie, is authenticated. 

• Step 5. Validate the resource description  

o Validate that the resource is well formed by calling the POST/resource/validate method.  

• Step 6. Make a POST resource call to add the new resource in the catalogue. 

o Upon success you get a new resource ID. 

• Step 7. The new resource is registered and visible in the Providers Dashboard11 and the EOSC Mar-

ketplace. You may validate the addition by calling the GET/resource/{id} and providing the resource 

id.  

Update of an existing Resource / Provider 

• Repeat Steps 1-5.  

• Step 6. Make a PUT/resource (or PUT/provider) call to update the resource / provider in the cata-

logue. 

o Upon success you get the resource ID / provider ID 

• Step 7. The resource / provider entry is updated and visible in the EOSC Portal. You may validate the 

update by calling the GET/resource/{id} (GET/provider/{id})   

Retrieval of Resources / Providers from the Registry 

• Make a GET/resource/all (or GET/provider/all) to retrieve the list of resources / providers in the 

registry.  

• Select one of the resource / providers and using the id value make a GET/resource/{id} (or GET/pro-

vider/{id}) to retrieve the details of this resource / provider.  

• Make a GET /resource/all?query=CESSDA (by putting a keyword as parameter) to retrieve all re-

sources containing the CESSDA keyword in their description (e.g., provider name, resource descrip-

tion, etc). 

• Make a GET resource/by/trl to get all resources in the registry and organize them by their TRL val-
ues (e.g. TRL6,7,8,9) 
 

The base URL for the use of these methods is https://api.eosc-portal.eu/ . For example, the method / re-

source/all can used calling https://api.eosc-portal.eu/resource/all  . 

 
11 https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/provider/my  

https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://aai.eosc-portal.eu/providers-api
https://api.eosc-portal.eu/
https://api.eosc-portal.eu/resource/all
https://api.eosc-portal.eu/resource/all
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/provider/my
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Regarding the deployments, currently there are three different environments which can be used by resource 

providers   

• Production:  https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi .  

o All API calls update the registry and retrieve the live contents. It is the endpoint where pro-

duction systems should communicate. 

• Sandbox: https://sandbox.providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi  

o It is a Stable Replica of production. Used as a playground for API and end users. API calls do 

not update the registry and it is the recommended starting point for the users who wish to 

explore the current version of the APIs. 

• Beta:  https://beta.providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi  

o It is the beta environment where new features and API methods are early released. API calls 

do not update the registry and it is the recommended starting point for users who wish to 

explore the upcoming releases of the APIs. 

In the next sections we present in details each API method in the form of API request and response messages. 
Each method is presented in a separate table, containing the request string and a sample response object. 
For clarity, we omit the base URL prefix from the beginning of the method.  

 

5.2.2 Resource Controller 

Table 12: POST /resource –  Adds a new resource  

Request 
POST: /resource 
Accept: application/json 
Cookie: {auth-string} 
Parameters (The full description of the resource to be added) 
resource: { 

  "id": "(required on PUT only)", 

  "name": "string", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "string", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "string (uri)", 

... 

} 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

201 Created 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 13: POST /resource/validate – Validates the resource without updating the entry in the registry 

Request 
POST: resource/validate 
Accept: application/json 

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://sandbox.providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://beta.providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
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Cookie: {auth-string} 
Parameters (The description of the resource to be validated) 
resource: { 

  "id": "(required on PUT only)", 

  "name": "string", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "string", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "string (uri)", 

... 

} 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

201 Valid description 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 14: PUT /resource – Updates a resource  

Request 
PUT: /resource 
Accept: application/json 
Cookie: {auth-string} 
Parameters (The description of the resource to be updated) 
resource: { 

  "id": "(required on PUT only)", 

  "name": "string", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "string", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "string" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "string (uri)", 

... 

} 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

201 Updated 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 15: GET /resource/{id} – Gets a resource based on the resource ID  

Request 
GET: resource/{id} 

Parameters  
id: the id of resource  
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Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A resource description) 
{  

"id": "egi-fed.accounting", 

  "name": "EGI Accounting", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "egi-fed", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "egi-fed" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "https://www.egi.eu/internal-services/accounting", 

... 

} 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

Table 16: GET /resource/all – Filters a list of resources based on a set of filters  

Request 
GET: reosurce/all 

Parameters  
Query: An expression with filters  

From: Used for paging the results. It indicates the nth result.  

Quantity: Number of results to fetch 

E.g.,  

• Get all resources in the catalogue → resource/all/  

• Get the first 5 resources of the compute category → resource/all/query=com-

pute&from=0&quantity=5  
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of resource descriptions) 
{ 

 "total": 9, 

 "from": 0, 

 "to": 5, 

 "results": [ 

 { 

 "id": "egi-fed.accounting", 

  "name": "EGI Accounting", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "egi-fed", 

  "resourceProviders": [ 

    "egi-fed" 

  ], 

  "webpage": "https://www.egi.eu/internal-services/accounting", 

 ... 

} 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
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404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 17: GET /resource/by/{field} – Gets all resources in the catalogue organized by a field 

Request 
GET: resource/by/{field} 

Parameters  
Field: The name of an attribute used to group the results 

E.g.,  

• Get all resources in the catalogue organized in TRL → resource/by/trl 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of resource descriptions) 
{ 

 "trl-7": [ 

    { 

      "id": "inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service", 

      "name": "SPACE-VIS ViaLactea Service", 

      "resourceOrganisation": "inaf", 

      "resourceProviders": [ 

        "inaf" 

      ], 

… 

"trl": "trl-7", 

… 

  

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 18: GET /resource/byID/{ids} – Gets a list of resources based on a set of IDs 

Request 
GET: resource/byID/{ids} 

Parameters  
ids: Comma separated resource ids  

E.g.,  

Get resources inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service and desy.pan_data 

→ resource/byID/inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service, desy.pan_data 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of resource descriptions) 
 [ 

 { 

  "id": "inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service", 

  "name": "SPACE-VIS ViaLactea Service", 

  "resourceOrganisation": "inaf", 

... 

 } 

 { 

 "id": "desy.pan_data", 
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      "name": "PaN data", 

      "resourceOrganisation": "desy", 

 ... 

 } 

] 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 19: GET /resource/{id}/{version} – Gets the version of a specific resource 

Request 
GET: resource/{id}/{version} 

Parameters  
id: A resource id 

version: A version identifier, gets all versions if empty  

E.g.,  

• Get version 1.0.0. for the resource with ID inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service 

→ resource/ inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service/1.0.0 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A resource descriptions) 
 [ 

 { 

 "id": "inaf.space-vis_vialactea_service", 

      "name": "SPACE-VIS ViaLactea Service", 

      "resourceOrganisation": "inaf", 

      "resourceProviders": [ 

        "inaf" 

      ], 

... 

 "version": "1.0.0", 

... 

 } 

] 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

5.2.3 Provider Controller  

The following API methods manage information about a provider. Based on the input parameters, they are 
used to get a single or a list of providers along with their resources. 
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Table 20: PUT /provider – Updates a resource provider 

Request 
PUT: /provider 
Accept: application/json 
Cookie: {auth-string} 
Parameters (The full description of the provider to be updated) 
provider: { 

 "id": "string", 

  "name": "string", 

  "abbreviation": "string", 

  "website": "string (uri)", 

} 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

201 Updated 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 21: GET/provider/{id} – Gets a specific provider  

Request 
GET: /provider/{id} 

Parameters  
id: The provider’s ID  

e.g.,: /provider/geant 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A resource description) 
{  

  "id": "geant", 

  "name": "GÉANT Association", 

  "abbreviation": "GÉANT", 

  "website": "https://www.geant.org/", 

  "legalEntity": true, 

... 

} 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 22: GET/provider/all – Gets all providers in the catalogue  

Request 
GET: /provider/all 

Parameters  
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None 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of provider descriptions) 
{ 

  "total": 213, 

  "from": 0, 

  "to": 10, 

  "results": [ 

    { 

       

 "id": "geant", 

 "name": "GÉANT", 

...}, 

 { 

 "id": "egi", 

 "name": "EGI", 

... 

 }, 

 ... 

] 

} 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 23: GET/provider/{id}/services – Gets all resources of a provider  

Request 
GET: /provider/{id}/services 

Parameters  
Id: the provider’s id, e.g., 

• Get all resources from GEANT→: /provider/geant/services 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of resource descriptions) 
[ 

  { 

    "id": "geant.clouds_service_infrastructure_as_a_service", 

    "name": "GÉANT Clouds Service ", 

    "resourceOrganisation": "geant", 

... 

 }, 

{ 

    "id": "geant.ip", 

    "name": "GÉANT IP", 

    "resourceOrganisation": "geant", 

...}, 

... 

] 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 
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400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

5.2.4 Vocabulary Controller 

The following API methods retrieve information about enumerated fields used in EOSC Registry. Vocabularies 
are the fields that accept values from a fixed list, corresponding to the classifications in the EOSC profiles, 
such as the categories and the subcategories of a resource. Most of these fields are flat lists (e.g. TRL 1 to 9), 
while others are hierarchical, e.g. a value from the subcategory is associated with a value from the category.  

 

 Table 24: GET /vocabulary/ byType/{type} – Gets vocabulary terms  

Request 
GET: /vocabulary/byType/{type} 

Parameters  
type: The vocabulary type (i.e., name of the attribute) for which we want to retrieve 

the terms. If left empty all vocabularies with the values they contained are retrieved.  

E.g.,  

• Get all TRL values in the catalogue → /vocabulary/byType/trl 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of vocabulary terms) 
[ 

  { 

    "id": "trl-1", 

    "name": "1 - basic principles observed", 

    "description": "Scientific research has led to observation and reports 

of basic principles which has evolved to applied research and develop-

ment.", 

    "parentId": null, 

    "type": "Technology readiness level", 

    "extras": {} 

  }, 

  { 

    "id": "trl-2", 

    "name": "2 - technology concept formulated", 

    "description": "Practical applications for the observed basic physical 

principles is found and reported.", 

    "parentId": null, 

    "type": "Technology readiness level", 

    "extras": {} 

  }, 

... 

] 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 
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Table 25: GET /vocabulary/{id} – Gets vocabulary terms  

Request 
GET: /vocabulary/{id} 

Parameters  
{id}: The id of the term  

E.g.,  

• Get the description of the subcategory with id ”subcategory_access_physi-

cal_and_eInfrastructures-compute-job_execution → /vocabulary/subcategory-ac-

cess_physical_and_eInfrastructures-compute-job_execution 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A vocabulary term) 
[ 

  { 

  "id": "subcategory-access_physical_and_eInfrastructures-compute-job_exe-

cution", 

  "name": "Job Execution", 

  "description": null, 

  "parentId": "category-access_physical_and_eInfrastructures-compute", 

  "type": "Subcategory", 

  "extras": {} 

} 

] 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

Table 26: GET /vocabulary/getEU – Gets the list of country codes belonging to EU code 

Request 
GET: 8080/eic-registry/vocabulary/getEU 

Parameters  
NONE 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body (A list of vocabulary terms) 
[ 

 "AX", 

 "AT", 

 "BE", 

 "BG", 

 "HR", 

 "CY", 

 "CZ", 

 "DK", 

 "EE", 

 "FO", 

 "FI", 

 "FR", 

 "GF", 
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 "DE", 

 "GI", 

 "GR", 

 "HU", 

 "IE", 

 "IM", 

 "IT", 

 "LV", 

 "LT", 

 "LU", 

 "MT", 

 "NL", 

 "PL", 

 "PT", 

 "RO", 

 "SK", 

 "SI", 

 "ES", 

 "SE", 

 "GB" 

] 

Response Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 No Content 
401 Unauthorized 
403 Forbidden 
404 Not Found 
500 Other 

 

 

5.2.5 User Authentication and Token-based Access to the APIs 

Users can obtain an API token for the secured methods by logging in and visiting the EOSC AAI webpage for 

issuing a token. https://aai.eosc-portal.eu/providers-api . The following form request a consent from users 

regarding the permissions granted to this service. Figure shows the authorization screen for providers to 

generate an API token for use in the EOSC APIs 

https://aai.eosc-portal.eu/providers-api
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Figure 6. authorization screen for providers to generate an API token 

There are two types of tokens. The Access token is used in every call of a method requiring authorization. It 

has a duration of an hour, after this period, the user should issue a new one and use it in the APIs.  

The Refresh token is used for generating new Access Tokens. The refresh token lasts for 12 months. Figure 7 

shows the screen that allows users to generate and copy the tokens in their API calls.  
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Figure 7: API Tokens generation 
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5.3 EOSC Marketplace APIs 

5.3.1 Offering API 

The Offering API methods are organized in two controllers: Offer and Resource Controller, of which only the 
former provides modification methods. The general functionality of the controllers is as follows 

• Offer Controller: It offers the functionality to manage resource offerings: 

o Retrieving all offerings, 

o Retrieving a specific offering, 

o Creating a new offering, 

o Updating an existing offering, 

o Deleting an existing offering. 

• Resource Controller. It offers the functionality to read administered resources: 

o Retrieving all the managed resources 

o Retrieving a selected resource 

In case of error, the error message will be given in response under key “error”, for example: 

{ “error”: “more specific description” }. 

All endpoints can return HTTP error codes 401 (Unauthorized) and 403 (Forbidden). The base URL for the use 

of these methods is https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api/v1. 

Below we present an overview of the methods offered by the controllers: 

Table 27: An overview of the Offering API methods 

Controller  Type Method Name Description Requires Authen-
tication 

Offer 

 

GET /resources/{r_id}/offers Gets all resource’s offers Y 

GET /resources/{r_id}/offers/{o_id} Gets a resource’s offer Y 

POST /resources/{r_id}/offers Creates a resource’s offer Y 

PATCH /resources/{r_id}/offers/{o_id} Updates a resource’s offer Y 

DELETE /resources/{r_id}/offers/{o_id} Deletes a resource’s offer Y 

Resource 

 

GET /resources Gets all managed resources N 

GET /resources/{r_id} Gets a resource Y 

 

5.3.1.1 Offer controller 

Table 28: GET /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers - Gets all resource’s offers 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers 

Parameters  
PATH: 

resource_id: the resource’s id or eid 

https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api/v1
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Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “offers”: [{ 

    ... 

  }] 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Resource with resource_id not found 
 

 

Table 29: GET /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers/{id} - Gets a resource’s offer 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers/{id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

resource_id: the resource’s id or eid 

id: the offer’s id 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “name”: “foo”, 

  ... 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Offer with id for resource_id not found 
 

 

Table 30:  POST /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers - Creates a resource’s offer 

Request 
POST: /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers 

Parameters  
PATH: 

resource_id: the resource’s id or eid 

REQUEST BODY: 

The Offer to be created 
Response 
Status: 201 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “name”: “foo”, 

  ... 

} 

 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 Bad request 
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404 Resource with resource_id not found 
 

 

Table 31: PATCH /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers{id} - Updates a resource’s offer 

Request 
PATCH: /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers/{id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

Resource_id: the resource’s id or eid 
id: the offer’s id 
REQUEST BODY: 

The Offer fields to be modified. 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “name”: “foo”, 

  ... 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 Bad request 
404 Offer with id for resource_id not found 

 

Table 32: DELETE /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers - Deletes a resource’s offer 

Request 
DELETE: /api/v1/resources/{resource_id}/offers/{id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

resource_id: the resource’s id or eid 

id: the offer’s id 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
empty 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Offer with id for resource_id not found 
 

5.3.1.2 Resource controller 

Table 33: GET /api/v1/resources - Gets all managed resources 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/resources 

Parameters  
No parameters 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “resources”: [{ 

    ... 

  }] 
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} 

Error Messages 
Only standard error codes 

 

Table 34: GET /api/v1/resources/{resource_id} - Gets a resource 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/resources/{resource_id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

resource_id: the resource’s id or eid 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “name”: “foo”, 

  ... 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Resource with resource_id not found 
 

 

5.3.2 Order Management API 

The Ordering API methods are organized in five controllers. The general functionality of the controllers is as 
follows: 

• Event Controller: It offers the functionality to read events: 

o Retrieving filtered events, 

• Project Controller. It offers the functionality to read projects: 

o Retrieving projects, 

o Retrieving a selected project, 

• Project Item Controller. It offers the functionality to manage project items: 

o Retrieving all the project’s project items, 

o Retrieving a project item, 

o Updating a project item, 

• Message Controller. It offers the functionality to manage messages: 

o Retrieving all the messages, 

o Retrieving a selected message, 

o Creating a message, 

o Updating a message, 

• OMS Controller. It offers the functionality to read OMSes: 

o Retrieving all the OMSes, 

o Retrieving a selected OMS. 

Moreover, anytime a new activity for an OMS is registered in the system, its trigger endpoint is called, so that 

the OMS can call the event endpoint and update its state. 
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In case of error, the error message will be given in response under key “error”, for example: 

{ “error”: “more specific description” }. 

All endpoints can return HTTP error codes 401 (Unauthorized), 403 (Forbidden) and 404 (OMS not found). 

The base URL for the use of these methods is https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api/v1. 

Below we present an overview of the methods offered by the controllers: 

Table 35: An overview of the Ordering API methods 

Controller  Type Method Name Description Requires Au-
thentication 

Event GET /oms/{oms_id}/events Gets all events Y 

Project GET /oms/{oms_id}/projects Gets all projects Y 

GET /oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id} Gets a project Y 

Project 

Item 

GET /oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/pro-

ject_items 

Gets all project’s project 

items 

Y 

GET /oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/pro-

ject_items/{pi_id} 

Gets a project item Y 

PATCH /oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/pro-

ject_items/{pi_id} 

Updates a project item Y 

Message GET /oms/{oms_id}/messages Gets all project or project 

item’s messages 

Y 

GET /oms/{oms_id}/messages/{m_id} Gets a message Y 

POST /oms/{oms_id}/messages Creates a message Y 

PATCH /oms/{oms_id}/messages/{m_id} Updates a message Y 

OMS GET /oms Gets all OMSes Y 

GET /oms/{oms_id} Gets an OMS Y 

 

5.3.2.1 Event Controller 

Table 36: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/events - Gets all events 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/events 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
QUERY: 
from_timestamp: list events after given timestamp, given in ISO8601 format 
limit: maximum number of returned elements 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 

https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api/v1
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{ 

  “events”: [{ ... }, ... ordered ASC by timestamp] 

} 

Error Messages 
Only standard error codes 

 

5.3.2.2 Project Controller 

Table 37: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects - Gets all projects 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
QUERY: 
from_id: list projects with greater id 
limit: maximum number of returned elements 
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “projects”: [{ ... }, ... ordered ASC by id ] 

} 

Error Messages 
Only standard error codes 

 

Table 38: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id} - Gets a project 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
p_id: the project id 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “owner”: { ... }, 

  “project_items”: [ 0, 1 ], 

  “attributes”: { ... } 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Project with p_id not found 
 

 

5.3.2.3 Project Item Controller 

Table 39:  GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/project_items - Gets all project’s project items 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/project_items 

Parameters  
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PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
p_id: the project id 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  "project_items": [ 

    { 

      "id": 1, 

      "project_id": 1434, 

      "status": { ... }, 

      "attributes": { ... }, 

      "user_secrets": { ... } 

    }, ... ordered ASC by id 

  ] 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Project with p_id not found 
 

 

Table 40: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/project_items/{pi_id} - Gets a project item 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/project_items/{pi_id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
p_id: the project id 

pi_id: the project item id 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  "id": 1, 

  "project_id": 1434, 

  "status": { ... }, 

  "attributes": { ... }, 

  "user_secrets": { ... } 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Project item with p_id and pi_id not found 
 

 

Table 41: PATCH /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/project_items/{pi_id} - Updates a project item 

Request 
PATCH: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/projects/{p_id}/project_items/{pi_id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
p_id: the project id 
pi_id: the project item id 
REQUEST BODY: 
for example: 
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{ 

  "status": { 

    "value": "custom_value", 

    "type": "rejected" 

  }, 

  "user_secrets": { 

    “secret”: “value” 
  } 

} 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  "id": 1, 

  "project_id": 1434, 

  "status": { 

    “value”: “custom_value”, 

    “type”: “rejected” 

  }, 

  "attributes": { ... }, 

  "user_secrets": { 

    “secret”: “value” 

  } 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 Bad request 
404 Project item with p_id and pi_id not found 

 

 

5.3.2.4 Message Controller 

Table 42: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages - Gets all project or project item’s messages 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
QUERY: 

project_id: the project id (required) 

project_item_id: the project item id 
from_id: list messages with greater id 
limit: maximum number of returned elements  
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “messages": [ { ... }, ... ordered ASC by id ]} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Project with p_id not found 
 

Table 43: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages/{m_id} - Gets a message 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages/{m_id} 

Parameters  
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PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
m_id: the message id 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “author”: { ... }, 

  “content”: “some content”, 

  “scope”: “public”, 

  “created_at”: “2021-10-10T10:10:10Z”, 

  “updated_at”: “2021-10-10T12:10:10Z” 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 Message with m_id not found 
 

Table 44: POST /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages - Creates a message 

Request 
POST: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
REQUEST BODY: 
For example: 
{ 

  “project_id”: 123, 

  “project_item_id”: 1, 

  “author”: { 

    “email”: “john@example.com”, 

    “name”: “John Smith”, 

    “role”: “provider”, 

    “uid”: “22332ab3fe@egi.eu” 

  }, 

  “content”: “some content”, 

  “scope”: “public” 

} 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “author”: { 

    “email”: “john@example.com”, 

    “name”: “John Smith”, 

    “role”: “provider”, 

    “uid”: “22332ab3fe@egi.eu” 

  }, 

  “content”: “some content”, 

  “scope”: “public”, 

  “created_at”: “2021-10-10T10:10:10Z”, 

  “updated_at”: “2021-10-10T10:10:10Z” 

} 

 

Error Messages 
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HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 Bad request 
404 Project with p_id or project item with p_id and pi_id not found 

 

 

Table 45: PATCH /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages/{m_id} - Updates a message 

Request 
PATCH: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id}/messages/{m_id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id 
m_id: the message id 
REQUEST BODY: 
For example: 
{ 

  “content”: “updated content” 

} 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  “id”: 123, 

  “author”: { 

    “email”: “john@example.com”, 

    “name”: “John Smith”, 

    “role”: “provider”, 

    “uid”: “22332ab3fe@egi.eu” 

  }, 

  “content”: “updated content”, 

  “scope”: “public”, 

  “created_at”: “2021-10-10T10:10:10Z”, 

  “updated_at”: “2021-10-10T12:10:10Z” 

} 

 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

400 Bad request 
404 Message with m_id not found 

 

 

5.3.2.5 OMS Controller 

Table 46: GET /api/v1/oms/ - Gets all OMSes 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms 

Parameters  
No parameters 

Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ “omses": [ { ... }, ... ordered ASC by id ]} 

Error Messages 
Only standard error codes 
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Table 47: GET /api/v1/oms/{oms_id} - Gets an OMS 

Request 
GET: /api/v1/oms/{oms_id} 

Parameters  
PATH: 

oms_id: the OMS id  
Response 
Status: 200 

Content-Type: application/json 
Response Body 
{ 

  "id": 1, 

  "name": "SOMBO", 

  "type": "global", 

  "default": true, 

  "custom_params": { 

    "order_target": { 

      "mandatory": false 

    } 

  } 

} 

Error Messages 

HTTP Status Code  Reason 

404 OMS with oms_id not found 
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6 Conclusions 
D3.2 presented the EOSC Portal Open APIs specifications. The EOSC Portal APIs offer a list of HTTP REST 

methods, which are used for the exchange of information from providers to the EOSC Portal and its provi-

sioning to third party applications. The methods offer the functionality to programmatically access, search 

and retrieve the contents of the EOSC Registry, such as resources, resource providers, and resource orders. 

The offered functionality has been built on the requirement elicitation and modelling processes, performed 

in WP2 and WP3 of the project. This document provided   

• An overview of the logical architecture of the EOSC Portal, focusing on the Interoperability layer, the 

technologies used and the functionality each one of them offers to the different EOSC portal API 

users  

• A list of use cases, which demonstrated the different functionalities that APIs can offer for external 

systems. 

• The API underlying model, in JSON schema format, i.e., the entities which are accessible via the API 

methods. 

• The detailed specifications of the API methods in the form of request and response examples as doc-

umented in the OpenAPI (https://swagger.io/specification/) standard.  

The specifications of the APIs (as presented in this deliverable) is available online in the respective OpenAPI 

documentation pages:  

• EOSC portal Registry APIs: https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi , and  

• EOSC Order management APIs: https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs/swagger/in-

dex.html?urls.primaryName=Ordering%20API%20V1%20Docs. 

• Also, several examples in the form of a step-by-step presentation for the use of the APIs are also 

provided in the EOSC portal documentation page (https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documenta-

tion/eosc-provider-portal-basic-guide ).  

The EOSC Portal APIs (methods and documentation) will evolve along with the developments of the EOSC 

portal interoperability framework, i.e., the evolution of the EOSC profiles, the onboarding and order man-

agement process and the new requirements for functionalities gathered by the requirements collection pro-

cess of the EOSC Portal.  
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